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Concept 

A four-person Starfleet away team (Asian or Latina Human female, Osnullus, Saurian, 
African older male) in Discovery-era EVA suits [figure 3] stand in action poses (ex. 
shocked by the amazing object) inside the meeting location pictured 
on pages 2 and 3, the Cancri meeting chamber. Three stoic, Cancri 
elders (the guys with white heads) are present as one of the away 
team members hold up the Tachyon-Infused Icosahedron [figure 1] in 
their hand. It is brimming with green and blue particle energy. The 
Icosahedron a palm-sized, metal object, a polyhedron with 20 faces 
(think big, 20-sided die). It has various nonconforming shapes etched 
into each visible side (misshaped circles, strange triangles, wiggly 
infinity symbol, more squiggly undefinable shapes, etc). The focal 
point should be the Icosahedron as the away team stands in awe of its 
power. [figure 2] 
 
 
 
    

Figure 1 This is a 
Icosahedron 

Figure 2 = Using reference of red skull holding up Tesseract to convey power 
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Figure 3 Discovery era EVA suits 

Notes: First picture (will not be shown in art; merely hear for shape of structure) is 
exterior shot and pictures 2-4 are interior stage area as scene in the episode “Lethe”. 

 
Cancri IV — Neutral meeting location where General Kol assassinated the Cancri elders. 
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BACKGROUND: Cancri elders standing on a platform behind Klingons (DIS: "Lethe") In 2256, the Cancri were politically 

neutral between the United Federation of Planets and the Klingon Empire. Thus, they agreed to host a secret meeting between 
Vulcan and two independent Klingon Great Houses to discuss the possibility of an alliance. However, the meeting was a trap set 
by General Kol, and the Klingon party slaughtered the Cancri elders present. 
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